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This article argues that Hymes‘トtheory of communication has two ａｐｐ!ications to language

teaching∠The first one is well known in that it has been influential in ･changing the

emphasis of language teaching frｏぱteaching langua部臨ａ se!f-contained grammatical

system towards　teaching　language　for ｕsｅうｎ　social　conteχts. However, thむごtheory　削

communication in context can equally be applied to the language classroom, which is itself

a social conteχt. This article analyses ａ so-called communicative lesson within a〉school

system in which the communicative approach has apparently: beenレ泌. use for more than

fif物己ｎyears. The analysis reveals a gap between the named method and the actuaトニ　　＼

“method-in-use" It is hence by applying the theory of communication itself that we may

conclude th似 ａ communicative approach is not suited to all conteχtsゾ　づ　　　　　　ト　＼
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Confronting the Communiしative Approach with its Context of Communication

Hymes is often quoted in favour of one particular approach t０language teaching based on

his　definition　of "communicative competence"ト(Hymes☆1971)　Working　from　an

ethnographic perspective, Hymes emphasized□the way language was used and suggested that

when language use was described･in context, 壮showed evidence of regularities of structure

that could not be adequately defined in terms Ｏ卜ｒＵ↓es6f linguistic grammar.

The change of emphasis inトlanguage tむaching towards a more “communicative” ap皿oach

was partly dependen卜on the influence of a view of language that 肺ｎ be su血marized in one

quotationしfrom Hymes, (1971:15) and in Brumfitt and Johns:on√(1979:14).△

　ト　　　Ｔｈｅｒｅ ａｒｅｒｕleｓ of ｕｓｅＬＵｉtflOUtｕ)Ｍｃｈｔｈｅ　ｒｕleｓ<ofｓｒａｒれ爪ａ『:Ｌｕｏｕldbe　　　レ

　　十　　　ｕｓｅｌｅｓｓ.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥.　　　　.●　　　　　　　　一一　　　　　.●

This article will argue that a balanced appraisal ｏ仁the theories and views of Hymes, not

only ｏｎ:the nature of language itself but also on :the applications of his views of language

to education, might lead to very different conclusions〉abou卜the feasibility of applying ａ
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communicative approach in certain contexts. In this respect Hymes :Ethnolinguistic E卵ays

(1980) as ･well as his earlier･work on languageｿas communication･ａ如particularly relevant.

The discussion in this paper will follow an ethnographic principle of forefronting data and

analysing it in detaiトbefore pedagogical conclusions are drawn. It will be based on the

non-pedagogical analysis of a recording of尽”eommunicativeﾄﾄlesson as〉an instance〉of

communication in context. The analysis outl･ined here is partトof　a wider ethnographic

investigation th肘 attempts to follow principles that Hymes outlines　in　some　detail.

According to Hymes(1980) structure cannot be separated from ethnographic inquiry.
………

　　　　　　Ｅth,ｎ,ｏｇｒａｐｈ.ｖ　iｓ　inｑｕiｒ-ｙ　tｈａt･ｂｅｇｍｓ ｕjiｔｈｒｅｃｏｇｎｉｔｉｏｎ　tｈａtｏｎｅ‥iｓ　ｎｉ.･lｕｏｒｆｅ

　　　　　　ｉｎ ｓitｕａｔｉｏｎｓ　t?iatａｒｅ ，ｉｎｄｅｅｄ･,　ｒａｄｓｓtｕｅり･ｐｒｅｓｔｒｕｃtｕｒｅｄ.＼ｂｕt　ｐｒｅｓtｒｕｃtｕｒｅｄ

　　ニ　ニ　b-ｙ　ｉｋｅ ｈｉｓtｏりａｎｄ ｌｏａ'ｖｓof tｈｏｓｅａｎａｏｒｖａｕ)h,ｏ=ｍ ｏｎｅ ｉｎｑｕiｒｅｓヽip74)　　　　　＝

Hymes (opﾝcit.) considers four aspects of patter蚕卵⊃(p2)

1. the patterning of utterances in discourse,　..　ニ　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥▽‥　‥‥　‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥=　犬

3. ･the 皿tterning of expression二and interpretationﾄｏ卜personalityし(of participants)√

3. the patterning of speech situations in terms of the social syste皿に=　　　∧▽　　　　　j

4. the patterning of attitudes and conceptions abou七speechレ1n terms of cultural values and

　　outlook.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　∧　　　　　　　　　．･　‥犬　●●●●●●

Overview of the Lesson　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥‥‥‥

The lesson described was recorded in a secondaryトschool using……a communicative course

called the Crescent English Course. Having taugh七 the 姐nguage of advice and ｒむcommenda-

tion in 皐pｒ昨ious lesson√the teacher now sets up opportunities to practise this function.

The different phrases foｒがving advice a恥listed oり page 68 0卜七he Pupil's BOと）k.Ｔｈｅ

Teacher's Book (page 26， B2) recommends◇group十workﾄfor an　ａぐtivity to practise上the

different realizations of the functiona!languageに　　　．‥‥　　　･．　･･･．　　　　　　　･．･･･．　　＝

Aｓｆｅ ｐｕpilｓ tｏ峨峨瓦 ｏｆ ｏｎｅ ｏｒ ｔＵ)Ｏ ｒｅａトｐｒｏｂｌｅｍｓ tｔｅ^j　haｖｅト　Iれｇｒｏｕｐｓ ｔhり

ｓhoｕld　tｈｅｎ　diｓｃｕｓｓ theｓｅ ｐｒｏｂｌｅｍｓ犬ａｎｄ＼ぴｙ……tｏ ｇ叫ｅ犬ｓｅｎｓｉｂｌｅ ａｎｄ ｒealiｓtｉｃ

ａｄｖｉｃｅ ｏｎ,　ＫｏＬＵ　tｈｅｓｅ ｐｒｏｂｌｅｍｓ ｃｏｕld be　ｓoLｕｅｄ.　　　　　犬　　　　　　　　上

The lesson conceived by　the writers would therefore involve　students　discussing their

problems in English with each other in groupsレ＼lnthis 寸乱ｙthe typical teacher's role of

dominating the discourse from 臣e front of 曲りぐ�SS･would not be adopted.づInstead拙ｅ

teacher would circulate maintaining ｇｅneraトcontro! and providing 西垣ance (etcよトThe

students wouldしin∧theoryhave control over the topic content of their discussion and would

be responsible for structuring their own interaction within their groups.　　　　＼

The actual lesson that was enacted did not follow the teacher's book ａt＼all, as the

following overview ｏ卜the lesson clearly shows.ヶ･..・　　　・.　：　　＼　　　　＼　　　∧犬　ｙ
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Figl Overview of the lesson in seven stages.

１ Revision of　advice using the context of a doctor giving

advice to patients. Independent　Interaction　is, however,

soon abandoned to elicit　a wider variety of the different

phrases　learnt to offer advice　listed in pupils' book, page

68. The language becomes the discourse topic .

２ Students are given a short time to write down a problem

they have.

３ The teacher　then　elicits　these　problems　from　different

students, reconstructing the language where necessary･

４ He then initiates　interactionwhere he is the advisor and

offers advice for the　problems

５ He brieflydemonstrates the writing of a dialogue on the

board then students write their dialogues in pairs。

６ Different pairs of students then act out their dialogues in

front of the class.

７ Finally the teacher presents his own problems trying to

elicitadvice from the students.

Extracts from each part of the lesson will now 恥 ﾄexamined to･ analyseユhe roles of the

如acher and students･ at different･stages in the lesson and to assess how far the tenor･ of

discourse differs during interactive stages (6＆＼7).　　　　‥‥‥　　‥‥　‥‥　‥　‥

Parti　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　ト　　　＼　　　　　　　犬

Three different levels of discourse briefly summarized below will be referred to in the

interpretation of 仙e lesson.　　　　　　　　　　　.I　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　3 Levels of Discourse.　　　　　　＼　ト

LEVEL Ｉ Classroom reality

LEVEL ２ Topic from displaceddiscourseworld

LEVEL ３ Topic is form of the language

In leve卜と）ne十〇rlevel three discourse the typical pattern of eliciting exchanges outlined

Nunn,96でThis volume) would be the norm.　　　　　　ヶ　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　＼
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At the beginning ofﾚthe lessonニthe teacher∧attempts tかconstructｿﾞa role∇play in ･which he

is the patient and the students takeニ曲edoCtｏ良レroleレIn real level two interaction the

teacher ShoUld= be playing the lower status role and would ｎｏ卜be expected to dominate the

discourse patterning. From the beginning∧of thisﾚsection上itコis cleaトthat there are two

competing topics of discourse,　　　　∧　犬＼　　＼‥‥‥‥　‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥万　＼

　　　　／　i) the displaced topic of the〉doctor's surgery (leveトtwo)　　　‥尚　　　　　　　＼

　　　　”Ｙｏｕ, ａｒｅｄｏｃtｏｒｓａｎｄｌ ａｍ ｉＵ”　　　　　　　　犬=　　　　　･.　.････.・　　　・.･

　　　ii) the functions of advice (level three)六十　………==　…………

　　　　　　”Whｘｉt ｐｈｒａｓｅｓｕjoｕld.　"ｙｏｕ,　ｕｓｅ？’に　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥:　＼　犬‥‥‥‥‥‥

In the initial section 姐 sample！below the〉discourse !ｖｏｕld，beトonlevel two if 沁･ really

simulated an authentic doctor-patient interview with the teacherヶas patienし However, the

routine leve･1 one　classroom exchange　inﾆwhich th己丿eacher confirms the白乱udents'･(SS)

response　dominates the　discourse　structure.で柚inauthentic　content　of　the“doctor's”

respo･nse also indicates that authenticity of displaced十communication on level･ 2 iS･not the

main purpose of this part of the〕lesson.十　　　　　　　十　　　　………　1　‥/　　・・・　・･I･･.･

Sample 1 １ ２ ３

L2→

L3→

T　　When l say l am ill ，what do you advise me to do ？

　　　When l say I am ....　T　am (ref)　　　　　m，
　　　　(Writing on board)

　　　what‥doyou　…. advise…me…to do ？

　　　Then　l　am asking for your advice, for your (ref　tone)

ss　advice

T　　advice －　you are doctors and T am ill －and

　　　everyone 1S　going to give me an advice.

　　　What　phrases would you use, what can you say
　　　when　you want to advise somebody ？　Yes..？

S　　Er l advise you to…‥

T　　(int)　Yes, I advise you (writes) ....

S　　to drink medecine

T　　l advise you･..yes (ref)

S　　to drink medecine

T　　to take medeoine

Ｉ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｎ

The same sequence continues In samt〕!e2 below. Role ｃｏ�usior!arises when the student,
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in the role of ａ doctor if the discourse is　really on level two, omits ａ phrase of advice.

The teacher wants a list of functional phrases on le籾1 threeレ（”Give me an advi�し"We

have　still other phrases”etc.)･ He is enacting his role∧as teacherﾚhere. Regardless of

”authenticity”･,the teacher has planned to practise the functional phrases of advice on !evel

three andうt is important from his angle to make sure that the functional phrases are

actually ･･used regardless of :the effect on the authenticity ｏ仁level two discourse.

L3→

L3→

Sample 2

T　　Yes.（nom）

S　　to go to hospital

T　　Ya　Saif.　　　Give me an advice

S　　T advise you to go to hospital

T　　You say only ，”ladvise you”？
　　　We have stillother phrases
　　　　（nom　－gesture from bid inferred)

S　　l advise you

T　　Not only advise
　　　　（nom －gesture inferred from bid. ）

S　　l advise you

T　　　　Not l advise you　- we have taken many things

S　　Ifl were you
　　　　（S-nom ？　both out of picture.)

T　　Ifl were you, yes (writing )　if l were you, I

　　　would…‥　　　this is another phrase.

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

In sample 2， which continues below, the level two topic has been totally abandoned while

the teacher focuses on辻he list ･of phrases　that･ can ＼be十used to　offer･ advice using　a

repetition d旧1 in which each response　is repeated. ( "Wh［ｒｅｍｅｍｂｅｒｓ 　ｏtれｅｒｐｈｒａｓｅｓof

α面泌ざリ’］　　　　一一　一一　●･　　　　　　　　　　　　し　　　　　　　●．　ニ　●　十　．●　　　　　　　‥‥‥‥

In this initial section the discourse was structured by t恥 一一teacherin∇every respect∠Typical

classroom roles for the Qatari setting were adopted. Studentsトcontributions十were ａ１１

nominated responses (with two possible exceptions when the teacher was ＼ｎｏtin the video

shot, but probably nominated by gesture). The teacher dominated totally ａｎｄ律ejected one

self-nomination by a student. The purpose of this section could be said to be犬a rehearsal

phase〈where the language of advice was being rehearsed for ａﾕater performanceトTUe〉focus

was mainly on functionaト(level three) discourse. No discourse could be satisfactorily

analysed as independent leve卜two discourse.　　　　　　　　　　　＝　　.･.･･・.・　　.･.　　　･･.
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L3→

sample 2 cont）

T　　Who remembers other phrases　of advice?

S　　You should‥　（nom by gesture.)

T　　You should…　That's right

　　　　（writing）You.‥‥shou↓d

S　　Saad. You must　‥you must‥

T　　Yes‥（nom）

S　　You must ……

T　　No, we can say you shou↓d..yes (ref tone －all)

S　　Never

T　　Never. Yes, we can say never

　　　Never eat sweets., never eat ice-cream, (ref tone)

　　　Yes….(ref)

S　　l　recommend

T　　L recommend . (Writing) I recommend that you

　　　should　l　recommend that　　　(ref)

S　　you should.

T　　You should.

In

Ｒ

Ｔ

(Ｒ)

In

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

The :section also illustrated how functional communication can be very economic. Students

are ready to use a limited code （”tｏｇｏ tｏｈｏｓpital”）レＴｈｅトteacherイeelshis job is to make

the students･ use a wider･repertoire of･phrases for l offering advice （1elｖelthree) and〉not

just to set up 4 situation where they can communicate with a limited code bｙレeither

missing out the functional 姐nguage altogether or using only one phrase （l advise you….）.

Parts 2 & 3　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　ト　　　　　TJ.　　･.　　.　・　　.・..　・　　＼　i

In part two the students were asked to write down a proble血they hadレThe level two

topic is book-independent here, although itﾆ1s difficult to assess how authenticニthe problems

are.　The task of writing down problems itself is clearly not an ”authentic” task in terms

of the discourse that would be produced in a displaced context. !t is ａ classroom (level 1)

task to facilitate lthe later･ performance･stａぼｅ;･･．．･･･．．．．･　．･．　　・．．･．　．･．･･．・　．･．　　　．･．．　　　･．．･　．・

In part 3 of the lesson the teacher elicitsthe problemsし(sample 3へbelow). There is n6

independent level two interacti卯here during the routine十(1乱6トone) elicitation 6f the

problems. Level one elicitationdominates with occasional trouble shooting on level three.
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Sample 3

T　(pointing to book）

　　　You can use one of these two questions when you ask

　　　about　advice or recommendation. Yes..(ref)

S　　I lost my glasses what advice　you give me ？

T　　I lost.,(writing) I have lost my glasses ……

S　　What advice　you give me ？　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‘

T　　(writing) What advice..

S　　give me

T　　can‥you‥give‥me？.
　　　l have lost my g↓asses, what advice can you give me ？

　　　This is good

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

There is a brief incursion into real world, book independent, levelヶtwo discourse immedi-

ately following this extract (sample 4) when the teacher上checks the authenticity of the

problem. There is ａ collision of levels ｏｎｅトandtwo here,･but this whole sequence is a kind

of aside ･fｒｏ血曲eﾄnormal procedure of eliciting prob!emsト　　　ト　　　◇　　　ト １　＼

L2→

Sample 4

T　　Really you have lost your glasses ？

S　　Yes‥

T　　When ？

S　　Yesterday

T　　Yesterday

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

T　　In the afternoon or in the morning ？

S　　in the morning

T　　in the morning ‥
　　　Nothing's at school ？

S　　Not at school

T　　in the house

In

R

T

In

R

T

In

Ｒ

Ｔ

In

Ｒ

Ｔ

Part ４　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ

In part 4 0f the lesson the teacher takes on the ﾚrole of adviser for the problems (sample

5).The role of the teacher is not incompatible with t励 role of adviser, so here there∧1S

partial　fusion of levels one ａｎｄしleveltwo independent interaction once theコsituation has

been set up　on level 0ne(“ｌ ａｍ ｙｏｕｒ　ａｄｕiｓｅｒ”^‥　‥‥The　onlyくindicationしof丿evel上〇りｅ

domination in sample 5 iS･しthe elliptical nomination,“y�≒　　犬　ｊ　　=‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥ﾉ
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Sample 5

T　　l am your adviser.

　　　Ask me again

　　　One by one･･yes

　　　What's　your problem ？

S　　My problem…I lost…l have lost my glasses

T　　l advise you to go to the police

　　　l advise you to go to the police station

　　　Yes, what's your prob↓em？

S　　T want to travel

T　　l advise Italy ，because you like to play football.

　　　1 advise Italy.

Ｔ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｔ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

The authentiむity of the communication ｏｎトlevelﾄtwo is judged by the teacher, ■who is

operating on two levels of discourse.　In sample 6しwe se己白仇似he is no卜satisfied with the

authenticity of the conversation, so he adds a metalinguistic comment ン”What do you say

when l give :advice?で'∧The exchange hereニprojectsニtheしdisco･urse ｏｎ如 leveトthreeしｗ鎚h十ａ

ritual　three-part　exchange　of　which　t毎にtopic▽isダthe language.　Interaction ，can　be

maintained on level two only where it is accepted as adequate by the teacher. Whenever he

intervenes in his role as teacher, the･ independence of the interaction from the ped昭ogical

　se乱ing is saとrificed for pedagogical reasons.　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　　　　　‥‥　　　　‥

→

Sample 6

T　　Yes…？

S　　My eyes are bad.

T　　Ahh‥T'm sorry to hear that ..your eyes are bad.
　　　Short s毎hted or long s毎hted ？

S　　Short-sighted

T　　Yes, if l were you, l would see a doctor.
　　　If　T were you l would see a doctor.

　　　What do you say when l give advice ？

S　　thank you

T　　You say..…thank you

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

In

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｉ

(Ｒ)

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Part 5　　　　‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　　　‥‥‥ｊ　　　．･･　．　･．・．･．･･．　　　　・．　レ　　　　ニ

In the fifth stage o総曲ｅ lesson the teacher sets up pairwo桂forﾄthe ｗｒ雨ng of dialogues.

Again∧this is uniquely ａ classroomﾌactivity郎沁involves writing down spoken language in

preparation for ａ performance phase (面rt 6).上Ａ血odel for the dialogue is provided by the

teacher by meansニof丿he example in Ｓａｍう1e犬7……Here we couldｿnote thaレthe teacher

provided the modelイor the dialogue more by necessity than by strategy. He油andoned his
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original plan t･Ｑ･allow students to attempt to structure the dialogueトalone･when he

considered this would not work and delayed the s謎rt of independent pairwork to provide

ａ model. ＞　　　　　　　　　．．　　　　　　・・　　　・．　・　．　Ｉ･．．・　．．･：･／･････　．．　　・　・．・　．･

Sample 7　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∧　し　　‥‥‥‥‥　‥　‥‥‥　‥‥

Ｔ　ダOK now everyone has got a problem. Now how can we advise　others？

　　Read:now please.　Then we have ｒ皿ｄ about itし　Now how can we give the

　　　advice?　Then we can use one of　theseトThen in pairs., now every two...

　ニ　トinpairs write十your problem and　ｙｏしgive him犬the answer. Use one of

Ｊ　　these. Use one of...(ref)　　　　　　十　二　　　　　　．･．．･･　　・･．・　．．　　　　　．･．

→

ss

Ｔ
　　　　　▽these　　　:　　　　し　　犬　　　　　　　　　　　●●●●●●●●　●●●●　　　　　●●:

　　‥　　　　　these.　　ノ　　●　　　　ニ　‥　　　　　　　コＩ　　　　　　　し

　(Interrupts pairwork)　ト　　　　･･　　犬　　　〉　　　　　ト　　　　　　ダ＼　‥

Now we are going to write a little dialogue. I want to write a little dialogue

for yｏｕ.･　　　　十一　　　　白丁　・．ト　　　　　ニ　＼　レニ　＼　………=・　ト　. ･･ :.･.

What is your problem?　What is your problem　？.・.・･.　　　　　　・・･.　･..･

My friends are always noisy.　！ ・ think 皿iｓﾄis number上士　・･..･.　・・・

［Writing］Ｍｙイriends.. my friends……are alwaysくｎｏ:iSｙ.＼　‥‥‥‥‥‥

Then he 飽idド”Ｗｈａ卜do you advise me tｏ:ﾀﾞdo?”　……:　　　　＼　　＞‥

［Writing］What do you..what do you………advise me to do ?　尚　　十

Now ｌ am the　adviser. What shouldご！ say to him?トI want to∧＼ｕＳｅone of

these, (ref to list　in　the　book）犬寸Readingト　＼　．．．　　　　･･．･・．　･．･=･．ノ．

"If　:yｏｕ ｌｏａｎt　11131　aiiｕiぐｅ,　tｈｅ　ｂｅｓt ｔＭｎｇ ｆｏｒ　ｙ)ｕ tｏ ｄｏ ｉｓ　to

If　I ｌｕｅｒｅin,　■yｏｕｒ　ｓｈｏｅｓl ｗｏｕld…　Ｙｏｕｒ=ｂｆｉＲt hp.t fｓ tｏ上,.,.

ｌ ａｄｕiｓｅンｏｕ ｔｏ.…/’　　　　　　尚尚･　，　　　　　　ｊ　　　　＼

Choose one of these to give him advice.　　∧　　　　　　〉　　　　◇∧

i　say, "I advise you t♂上［Writing］十I advise you. And T have chosenニth拍

:phrase.　　［writing］l advise you tｏ‥”teller Mr　er headmastむｒ Abdullah. ０Ｋ

Then write a short conversation. You ask your friend and he gives you　h毎

advice. In　pairs.　Every two. You write a problem and 上ｅ gives youよ‥

［Explains again in Arabic］　　　ノ∧　‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥I‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥

PAIRWORK : teacher circulates explaining in Arabic　皿ａ血1ｙレ「8:mins 20」

Part ６　　　　　　　　　　　　　／　　･･．．･･･．　　　･･．　　　　･．･．　・･・．・．･･．･　　･．･　．･．．･．１・･．．・　．・．　　　････

In part ｓｉχ of 曲e lesson the dialogues are perforn坤d in front of thQ:class who 良好as an

audience. The student with the problem comes to the:front of the class, while the student

who will advise him remains seated with the rest of the dおsレ　・・･･.･･・･･.　　　･=　　　　∧

The extract in sample ８ (above and below) shows how level八）ｎｅ。discourse restrict the

independence of discourse on level two. The teacher negotiates ｏｎ=1eｖｅｌｏｎｅイQｒａﾕbetter

level two performance embedding the level two interactionﾚthe　level▽one discourse that he

dominat叩よThe independence of the level two performance is always vulnerable t０ level

one intervention. The leveトtwo topic has ａ　flavourﾄof displaced communication, but the

overall tenor of communication is is not radically different from the level one communica-

tion that むould beダused to reconstruct any type ｏ卜如ｘt from the book.　　　　　　　…　……
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→

Sample 8

T　　Now this is a pupil and this is the adviser　a仁the school

　　　Yes, please.

SI　l always come to school late. What doyoudo‥.What

　　　do you think　？

S2　1 advise you to get up early.

T　(reaction in Arabic suggesting it needs filling out with

　　　　”Good morning ”etc）

　　　［Student goes to sit, but is brought back again.］

SI　Good morning

S2　Good morning

SI　How do you　do ？

S2　1’m fine. How do you do ？

SI　l want you to advise　me

S2　l advise you to get up‥‥‥

T　　He says,”T want you to advise me.”

　　　Rassam you gave him the advice.

　　　First you hear the problem.

　　　　(Ismaa mushkila　Trans into Arabic)

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｒ

　　　Yes, what' s your problem ？

SI　l always come to school late.

T　My problem is l come to school always late.

　　　l always come to school late.

　　　What do you advise him ？

S2　l advise you to get up early.

T　　This is very good.

　　　This is very good.

　　　l advise you to get up early.

　　　Do you like it　？

　　　Do you agree　？

　　　Do you agree that he should　er gd up early ？

ss　Yes….

In

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Sample 9 below further illustrates the embedding of perfolrmance∧inlevel one discourse

when the teacher negotiates一reconstructionof the dialogue∧By reconstructing to give the

dialogue ａ more authentic flavour, he actually renders the〉discourseless independent and

therefore lessイauthentic”トinterms of discourse structureトThe embedding of the students

level two contributions is observed by looking at the fourth上column in sample 9.　十
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→

Sample 9

ss　saad…　saad

T　　Yes, Rashid………　　　　　Rashid

SI　l have a pain in my stomach

T　　Say a greeting. Greet him. Good morning ・
　　　How are you?
　　　I'm very well thank you･

S1　OK, I have a pain in my stomach. What advice can
　　　you .‥ what advice can you give me ？

T　　Let's　read the question again.
　　　(background noise.)

SI　l have er got in my stomach

T　　　　　　　　　　　　a pain in my stomach.

S2　Your best bet is to go er doctor.

T　　Your best bet is to go to the hospital －thisis good
　　　advice －　because there you find　doctors.

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ

．Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｉ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｎ

Ａｎｉりteresting phenomenon also observed elsewhereしin the data is the difficultyﾕthe teacher

hasうn correcting on level threeコonce the students have e計ablished　some ･･independent

discourse on level two. In sample g his level three intervention ("a夕ain inｍ'ｖ　ｓtｏｍａｃｈ,”）

is not responded to. The student (S2) simply carries on with his level two response and

the level three negotiation by the teacher with the other student SI is ignoredレ……

After five such performances with increased background noise from students the一teacher

chanぼes the activity. It is clear that even teacher-controlled performance by one pair at ａ

time with observers in the±００ｍcannot be kept under control for an extended period.　ト

Part 7

The teacher then improvises　a final phase in which he returns◇to　teacher･whole class

interaction. He tries to set up a reversalゲof七he typical roles, whereby the students are

asked t6 advise the teacher on his problem.　This would seem to indicate that tりestudents

are to be given ａ more dominant role. Apparently this iｓトbornｏ･ｕtづwhenａ student

negotiates the teacher's initiation, aski辿でＷﾉﾂﾞ'?)レ　　ノ　　　　＼　∧

In spite of the student's negotiation above,･ the teacher does not exploit the possibility of

students taki昭more control of the discourse.　The interaction in sample 10 (continued

below) shows tha･t even when the students have a more dom姐ant level two role, they are

stilトvulnerable to interruption･ on level three. The teacher re毎血s∧his aim of making

students use the language of advice already tａ昭肢. So,･ insteadへof accepting a response

that offers advice ｗ此hoｕt using ･one of the functional phrases taught上in ＼the preceding

lesson,- he interrupts the "independent" level two discourse to insist on thisへ("Ｙｅｓ，　ａｄ玩ｓｅ

ｍ♂.)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　上白　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
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→

Sample 10

T　　Now ，gentlemen, I have got another problem, I want
　　　your advice.

ss　Yes

T　　Before we finish with this and revise everything･
　　　My child doesn't like me
　　　My child ，my son, doesn't　likeme.

S　　Why　？

T　　Why ？
　　　l don't know
　　　l am good to him. I am kind to him
　　　But T prevent him from going outside the house after
　　　nine　O' clock.
　　　l prevent him . He's not allowed to go　outside the
　　　house　out of the house , afternine　o' clock
　　　What advice can you give me ？
　　　What shall T do　？
　　　l am　your teacher ‥l have got a problem.
　　　My son doesn'tlike me
　　　Yes, using the language of advice p↓easeadvise me.
　　　(some students raise hands)
　　　My son doesn'tlike me because　l　prevent him .‥　l
　　　stop him from　going　outside　the house afternine
　　　o'clock in the　evening

Ｔ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｉ Ｉ

→

Yes, Adjel

S　　l think talk about the problem with him

T　　Yes, advise me
　　　If T were you l would

S　　My advice to you

T　　Yes

S　　talk to him about it

T　　talk to him about it.
　　　Thank you very much
　　　What else can you advise me ？

S　　My advice to you if you want advice me

T　My advice…1f you want my advice

S　　you should buy a bicycle..

T　　you should buy him a　bicycle

S2　If l were you l would buy him a diary

T　　l would buy him a diary
　　　Maybe he　will　be occupied er busy　and will not leave
　　　the　house

Ｒ

Ｉ

Ｒ

Ｔ

In

Ｒ

Ｒ

Ng

Ｒ

Ng

Ｒ

Ｆ

In

Ｒ

Ｒ２

Ｔ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｎ
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Sample 1卜below illustratむs another reaso!l why genuine displacedﾄcommunication is りot

likely to occur in Qatari classrooms.　The situation seems ＼to be right for students of =曲e

same age as the teacher's son to give real advice to their teacherﾌﾟ　Potentially ｇりnuine

communication could occur.上However, this potential for genui◇ｏｎｅトcommunication is not

exploited.しThe teacher intervenes not only on level three, buレalso on level two where he

commentS＼ｏｎ theトcontent of the advice itself after ａ student had advised him tｏ∇shout at

his son.C”　Ｙｏｕ　ｓhoｕld.ｐｅｒｓｕａｄｅｈｉ�" etc).　The teacher is evaluating the student's advice,

whereas normally三t would be　unusual　to　evaluate　free↓yコoffered　advice. The　ritual

repetition eliciting a g坤ｕp:(SS) response that followsイＹｏｕ　ｓｆｉｏｕidｐｅｒｓｉtａｄｅｈｉｍ”suggests

he is responding as ａ teacher ｏｎ↓evel ｏ･ne, rather than as someone who is being offered

advice on level two.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ

→

→

Sample 11

T　　Yes

S3　T advise you to shout at him

T　to.‥？

S　　shout at him

T　　to shout at him

T　　Do you think that shouting at your son is good ？

S4　No

T　　because he has mind…you should persuade
　　　him. You should persuade l…(ref)

ss　him

T　　Yes….

S5　l advise you to give him a good book to read

T　　Aどｏｏｄbook (ref)

Ｓ６　To read

Inom

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ig

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

(Ｉ)ｎｏｍ

Ｒ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｔ

Ｎ

Ｒ

Ｆ

Ｉ

Summary of the Functional Ｌｅｓｓｏｐ‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥

The summary information in the table b雨w indicates that the discぐ)urse of thisスesson

involved　a　10t　more　teacher　controlled　teｘトconstruction皿dしreconstruction　than

independent interaction between students simulating non-classroom roles. In spite of the

interactive sections of the lesson, 52% of all exchange terminations△ｗ昨e Hte皿トrepetitions

of students' responses by the teacher reflecting routine∧classroom roles.しThe very small

amounトof self-selection by students and the s血all amount of non-response contributions

they use also indicate･that theイunctional objectives of the lesson do犬not change theレ抑nor

of the･ discourse significantly.　　　　　　　　　.‥　　y　　.‥　∧　　犬ノ　　＼.･･.･..・.・　･.　　･.･･.･.
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Summary I�ormation

contributions

Levelone 335 93％

Leveltwo displaced 62

ind　　　25 7％

Self selections ２

Student contributions other than

responses

１

“Independent”level 2 moves 25 (including

teacher as

advisor)

The teacher did not set up the kind of independent leｖり1two discourse suggested 垣 the

teacher's book. Instead he used typical teacher-whole c!ass elicitation to ｅｎむｏｕｒ昭estudents

to construct and reconstruct discourse in which the main theme was advice. The linguistic

content　was “functional"ﾚbut the discourse created was not genu血e displaced communica-

tion.　　The teacher wanted a performance of a dialogue .(level two)トTo achieve this he

rehearsed the students in the functional language of advice. He also]elicited problems from

the students using level one eliciting exchanges.　The approach for most of the lesson was

not　far　removed　from　the　non-communicative　tかchniques　of　teacher-fronted　language

construction and reconstruction. Even when the dialogues□were performed, the students

were not really able to interact independently of 仙eしteacher.

The Crescent Communicative Course and Functional Lessons ‥

Functional !essons are central to the method proposed inしthe teachers' book of the first

Crescent Course being used in the lessonﾆdescribedバｎ the 1982 version of the teacher's book

of Cres叩ｎ卜Book 7ニ(page five)十used for theスesson illustrated inニthis･paper , the

background to the teaching approach of the ･courseis outlined.　　十

Tfie　Ｃｒｅｓｃｅｎｔ Ｅ几がiｓh. Ｃｏｕｒｓｅ　iｓ based o几硫ｅ･ｃｕｒｒｅｎt ･ａｐｐｒｅｃｉａtｉｏｎ　of･訪ｅ

ｃｏｍｍｕＴｉｉｃａｔiTje 　ｎａｔｕｒｅ ｏｆ　ｌａｎｇｉtａｇｅ ａｎｄ ６ｎ ａｎ ＵＴｉｄｅｒｓtａＴｉｄｉｎｇ　ｏｆ 仇ｅ

ｉｍがｉｃａtｉｏｎｓ thiｓ 辰ｓ foｒ tｅａｃｆｉｉＴｉｇ　ａｎｄI哨所inｓ‥‥‥　‥

The view of language that is expressed 柘 unambiguous.　Ｌａｎｇａａｓｅ iｓ fiｒｓtａｎｄ　foｒｅｍｏｓｔａ

ｍｅａｎｓｏｆｃｏｍｒｒｉｕれｉｃａtioTi.Thepractical outcome of this view for the first Crescent Course
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was the emphasis on the teaching of the communicative function of langu球如 illustratedin

this article.　　　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　　　　　●●●●●●　　　　●●

The guidelines on　the　approach　to　teaching　functional･ lessons･大池ｅ　also unambiguously

critical of ”traditional” teacherイronted interaction.　‥　　　　　　　〉　　　･･つ．

Tｈｅりｐｉｃａｌ　ｃｌａｓｓｒｏｏｍ ｗitｈべtｓ fiｘｅｄ ｒｏｕ)ｓ ｏｆ ｄｅｓｋｓ, 　ｕiitltthe･ ･･ｔｐ.ａｃｈｅｒ

tｒａｄｉtionallｙ　ｐｏｓitｉｏｎｅｄ ａt　the戸ｏｎt 　of tfie claｓｓ ｃｏｎｆｒｏ几t伍ｇ ｒｏtｉＵＳ ｏ/

childｒｅｎ., ｄｏｅｓ几ｏt 　alloｕ) ｃｏｍｍｕ.几ｉｃａtｉｏｎ　tｏ tａｋｅ ｐｉａｃｅ　ｅａｓily'.　Ｔｈｅｓｅ

ｍａtｅｒialｓ ｅＴ!ｃｏｕｒａｇｅ ａｌtｅｒｎａｔiｕｅｓ tｏ thiｓ ａｒｒａｎｇｅｍｅｎt.(Crescent Book 7,

teacher's book page ５,）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・..

The last line of this statement from the teacher's book of the communicative course

indicates materials were deliberately written to change 燧picalﾚclassroom roles in a given

educational contex卜Communication here can be interpreted as meaning independent level

two communication that simulates displaced contexts as realisticallyas possible.

This article has described a functional lesson in some detail. The roles of the teacher and

students　are still very different　from　the roles　suggested尚by　the　teachers' bookレ＼ｌｎ

considering the gap between the course book expectations and theトactual behaviour, it is

importanトto remember that　they are　usinだ/ａニcourse　introduced　some　slｘ七己en 了ears

previously　and　supported by　ａ large　scale　七eacher　training project　aimed　a　radically

changing typical classroom ro!es.ストseems ･unrea↓istic如expect these ･rolesしto change

rapidly, because communication　reflects the real contex卜of situation. The teacher himself

is not able to avoid the role constraints of the context.　　ダ　　　　　　　　･･

MｎｒＲ Ｇｅｎｅｒal Ｃｏｎｃｌｕｓｉｏｎｓ.　　　　　　　　し　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十

Classroom dynamics depend on the typical roles･ of teachers and students and the teacher's

assessment ｏ仁the:need如adopt techniques　according to the wider norms of schools in

their socio-cultural context. In the lesson analysed in this article, the teacher restructured

the lesson as iトwas designed by the British Course writers according to his own typical

classroom norms.　The roles the teacher and hisトstudents took matched the typical tenor

of the context observecにｎ other丿ocal lessons才ecorded and analysed for a wider research

project.　Analysis indicates that local teachers never allow students to be put in control of

their activities so that they could gain more practice in controlling the structure of their

own discourse. The displaced context was inevitably尚heavily embedded in the real∧context.

There is a ce･rtain inevitability about this state of affairs that should lead us to consider

whether the design of materials should not try to predict the consequences of七he prcと)ｐｏＳｅｄ

approach for the actuaト“method一in-us♂in classrooms where the course will be used. It is

not realistic to expect　the　majority　of　teachers　to　be　able　to　面t　up　リatural use　of
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displaced　discourse　in　certain　classroom十settings.　It does　seem　possible to adap七

teacher-fronted procedures to interactive　discourse providedし･that･teachers consider that

conditions allow this. Course writers could assist the process O卜impかvement by adopting

a more evolutionary　approach　to　improv呻坤ｎtレsuggesting procedures　that　ａｒe∧not　as

radically different from what teachers are already doi贈. It is difficultづor teachers to

modify what are to them very exotic如aching procedures……to an acceptable compromise

that works in their real communicative conteχt／･.･･　..･.・　　　　.・　　.･･.　・.･.･.･.=　　几　　ト

Hymes' work on communicative∧competenceトhas led to important progress▽in theスcontent

and approachヶto language teaching, but it∧should :not ‥bQ･forgotten〉that he･ also suggests

that educational innovation, needs上七〇be･　　　　　　　　　・ニ　　　　　‥　　．．　・＜　　．･

eｎｈａｎｃｅｄ ｂｙレａｎ,　ｕｎｄｅｒｓtａｎｄｉｎｇ　of theレむｘiｓtinｓ･ Ｒtｒｕｃ.tｖ.ｒｐ.二　ｂｅｃａｕｓｅ　峨ｅ

ｉｎｎｏｖａ加ｒ'ｓ ｅがｏｒｔｓ lｕill be peｒｃｅｉｖｅｄトａｎｄ八jｕｄｇｅｄ＼iれtｅｒｍｓ・f iし ａれｄ

ｔｎｎｏｕａtｉｏｎａ　ｕ･jhichｍｅｓh lｕiｔfi it ｗill haｕｅ ｇｒｅａtｅｒ〉ｓｕｃｃｅｓｓ tｈａｎ; tｈｏｓｅ

切削ch. ｃｒｏｓｓ itｓ ｇｒａｉｎ，（Ｈｙmes,1980）‥　‥‥　＝　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥　　　‥
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